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Abstract

During the last 6 years, and in particular during the
Saturn equinox, Cassini observations have revealed a
perplexing amount of time-variability and structure at
various edges of the Saturnian rings. While most of
the variability of these edges is attributed to perturb-
ing influences by at least one of Saturn’s inner moons
(most recently [1, 2, 3]), the origin of structure is still
a matter of ongoing debate.

We have followed>25 ring edges in more than
150 stellar occultations observed by the Cassini UVIS
instrument taken at various observation geometries.
These include the prominent edges of the outer A and
B ring and various other gaps and ringlets throughout
the rings. In this paper we will provide an overview
of the kinematics and structure of selected edges and
compare our findings to current ring edge models.

UVIS data of the most prominent and variable edge,
the outer B ring edge, are consistent with the cur-
rent multi-mode model [3]. But post-fit RMS resid-
uals of combined radio and stellar occultation data,
including UVIS, suggest the presence of additional,
high-frequency modes [4]. In addition to the occul-
tation data we have used Voyager 2 ISS images. These
images provide a nearly 270◦ azimuthal coverage of
the B ring edge and significantly expand the temporal
coverage of the edge. The image analysis shows that
the Spitale and Porco (2010) [3] edge model does not
match the B ring edge at Voyager epoch. Although the
model provides a good match for the shape of the edge,
it is offset by about 80◦ in corotating longitude consis-
tent with the azimuthal offset of Mimas due to its libra-
tion. In other words, it seems that Mimas has dragged
the complete edge, including the “free modes” of the
Spitale and Porco (2010) model [3].

Besides the well known examples of the outer B and
A ring edges that need a multi-component model, we
find at least four other, less prominent edges that can-
not be described with a single precessing ellipse.

We also investigated French et al. (1993) (quasi)
circular edges [5]. Various subsets of these circular

edges are commonly used to determine the absolute
observation geometries of stellar occultations. Our re-
sults indicate that many of these quasi-circular features
show systematic radial excursions of a few km due to
potentially both inclination and eccentricity effects.
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